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Greetings!

Consectetuer #00

President’s Message

Laoreet 0000

The Holidays are upon us, ushered in by a
wintry blast. As we get ready to turn the
page on another year and SCONE term, it’s
a great time to reflect upon the achievements of the past year. This year many of our
furry SCONE members accomplished much
in and out of the ring, with numerous Swissies earning their championships. Even more
impressive, several of our Swissies earned
Versatility titles, and another one or two have
gotten very darn close. This is true testament
to each owner’s patience, dedication, and at
times, sense of humor! The year boasted
a few terrific pack hikes in “SCONE Country”
(thanks to Kelly Nevin and Peter Ziegler for
organizing). SCONE also hosted a Supported
Entry and Sweepstakes at the Springfield cluster on July 4th. Kudos to Cheryl Gerzabek
for pushing for this and acting as the point
person who pulled all the details together. We
had a very nice turnout and lovely trophies.
Special thanks to Holly Witzgall for making
all those wonderful soaps, during what we
know was a stressful time for Holly and her
son, Pat. We are all thrilled that Pat is getting healthier every day and hope to see him
one day soon on a pack hike with one of his
Swissies.
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We also held our 4th Annual SCONE Fun Day
this Fall, which was once again hosted by
the gracious Peter Ziegler. In addition to the
usual fun and frolic, we should be especially
proud that this year’s Fun Day featured a
sponsored Epilepsy blood draw. Epilepsy is a
devastating disease that continues to plague
this breed. I can speak from personal experience, as my own Axel is now suffering from
epilepsy and teaching me a lot about living
with an epileptic Swissy. I sincerely hope he
will be one of the lucky ones who will have
many good years ahead, but I am more committed than ever to do what I can to help
minimize the impact this disease is having on
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our breed, and maybe one day eradicate it. The
good news is that the University of Missouri is
currently working on trying to map the genetics of
epilepsy in the Greater Swiss Mountain Dog. They
are hopeful that they will be able to identify genetic markers, which will ultimately enable breeders to have the information needed to make more
informed breeding decisions and hopefully reduce
the incidence of epilepsy in our breed.

PRESIDENT — Kristin Krumpe
yoohooguru@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT — Maggie Platt
penzance@charter.net
SECRETARY — Kelly Nevin
knevin@microbio.umass.edu

Hopefully SCONE events in the future will continue
this trend and find ways to give back to the breed.
The Greater Swiss Mountain Dog is enjoying
unprecedented popularity, and we who own them
certainly can understand why. That said, popularity can also be the undoing of a breed. It’s more
important than ever that breeders take a thoughtful approach to their breeding decisions and the
screening of potential homes. Each and every one
of us can also do our part, by educating potential
GSMD owners about the realities of Swissy ownership and the ongoing commitment required to be a
responsible Swissy parent. We have been lucky as
a breed, so far, to keep Swissies out of shelters for
the most part or to at least have the ability to rescue those who wind up there. But as the breed’s
popularity grows, so too will the number of Swissies who find their way into the Rescue system.
This breed is OURS to protect.

TREASURER — Laurie Carmody
LCarmodyR@aol.com
DIRECTORS
Nancy Anderson — bigdog@cape.com
Elaine Cuomo — cuozyswissies@sbcglobal.net
Cheryl Gerzabek — alastairgsmd@aol.com
Karen Hannon — klhannon@att.net
Sheila Oates — soates@att.net

Upcoming Shows and Events
-- Mark Your Calendars -1/9/09 - 1/10/09 Greater Lowell Kennel Club,
Fitchburg, MA
1/11/09 - 1/12/09 Merrimack Valley Kennel Club,
Fitchburg, MA

This will be my last “official” message to the
membership as I will be turning over the torch to
our new President, Elaine Cuomo, in a matter of
weeks when our new Board of Directors is seated.
These last two years have had many great memories, and I have no doubt that the years ahead will
provide many more opportunities for us to gather
and enjoy our Swissies.

2/14/09 - Elm City Kennel Club (AB & Obed.),
Hartford, CT
2/15/09 First Company Governor’s Foot Guard (AB
& Obed.), Hartford, CT
2/20/09 - Walkill Kennel Club, Suffern, NY
2/21/09 - 2/24/09 Rockland County KC (AB &
Obed.), Suffern, NY

Wishing you and your Swissies much health and
happiness this Holiday Season and in the New
Year.

3/14/09 - 3/15/09 Connecticut River Working
Group West Springfield, MA

Kristin Krumpe
President, SCONE

4/3/09 - Trap Falls Kennel Club (AB & Obed.),
W. Springfield, MA
4/4/09 - Troy Kennel Club (AB & Obed.) W.
Springfield, MA
4/5/09 - Great Barrington Kennel Club, (AB
& Obed.), W. Springfield, MA
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Fall Pack Hikes -- The Details
M&M/Robert Frost Trail Back to Back Pack Dog Event
November 1st and 2nd, 2008
Once again, Kelly Nevin organized a beautiful hike in Massachusetts. For once, the weather was more than
cooperative and the sun shined both days. Congratulations to the following 4 dogs for completing their NWPD
titles.
Brandi (Ch Macalphine’s Blackberi Brandi RN, JHD) owned by Laurie Carmody
Halo (Ch Whispering Palms Heaven Can Wait JHD) owned by Laurie Carmody
Paint (Ch Derby’s Paint the Town RA, NDD) owned by Karen Hannon
Porter (Trout Creek Isle Royale, RN) owned by Andrea Lage
Also earning legs,
Dave Gerzabek and BoJangles
Tracey Brandt and Cash,
Kelly Nevin’s Fury,
Karen Hannon’s SiSi (special thanks to Camelia for handling SiSi)
Mike Warburton and Peregrine
Peter Ziegler and Seamus
Kelly Nevin and Titan
Also along for the hikes
Flash and Luke (corgis), Motley, Noah, Polly & Porter

-

The 2008 Fall Hikers
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Camelia and SiSi make their way across
the bridge with Tibby, FLash and Luke
behind

Bojangles enjoying a nice pat from
Tibby--Can we just stay here?

Mike and Polly take a break while Peregrine looks on

Paint, Luke and Flash
Day One -- The Start
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2008 GSMDCA National
the guys settling it up because it was raining, cats and
dogs, during the entire tent assembly. One the following day there was a pack hike, we had heard from
Deb Meno at last year’s national, that there would
likely be a suspension bridge on the pack hike. Everyone made it across though some people required a bit
more prodding than others. The next next day was
the draft trail, Paint passed, Titan and Seamus though
the freight haul was a nascar race, they must have
been watching a race on TV or something, wanting to
practically run and pass all the other dogs. I was very
glad to see that the obedience entries were much
larger than last year and to see that some new people
are trying obedience. I would encourage everyone
to make a trip to a national, it’s a real good time and
very impressive to see all the swissies in the same
place at the same time.
--Kelly Nevin

How far is it to Oxford?
Oxford, the one in England is pretty far, but the
airplane ride is oh, about 5 hours, then a quick zip
on the train, and bam, your there. It’s lovely though
I didn’t see any swissies when I was there. Oh, the
other Oxford, the one in Ohio, that one is even further, a fun and exciting 14 hours, Ohio is a wide state,
takes forever to drive across. Though compared to
last year’s drive to St. Louis, Oxford not so bad. That
may have something to do with having one 3 dogs in
the van instead of last years seven. Even I’m not so
crazy as to drive to Utah, though I think the national
without either of my dogs will be odd, though perhaps
oddly liberating.
This trip to Oxford was a good one, Peter and I had
to arrive early so I could write the check for the tent,
think, a big top, very large tent, and I felt horrible for
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2008 GSMDCA National Specialty Draft Trial
We had been working hard in preparation for the draft
trial at the 2008 National Special and I was feeling
good about competing in the weeks leading up to the
National. Aside from my nerves, we were as ready as
we’d ever be.

your dog as a team and includes several maneuvering
exercises. These maneuvers include stays, changes
of pace, turns, backing your dog and the dreaded
narrows. The narrows form a chute which is 12” wider
than your cart’s axel (but it seems like 12 millimeters
when you are setting up for the approach). In order
to obtain a draft title, a team must complete each
individual exercise successfully within a given test. In
the overwhelming majority of title holders, it often
takes several or more attempts to complete all the
portions of a test successfully.

The drive to Ohio was uneventful. We left Sunday
afternoon, stopping for the night in western Pennsylvania and arriving at the scene in Hueston Woods
State Park late Monday morning. After settling into
our room overlooking the lake, we took a relaxing
walk around the hotel grounds to unwind.

We went through the equipment check and the
obedience portion of the test fine, and I did my best
to relax and have fun, as this would only help Paint
relax. The obstacle portion (including harnessing and
hitching) was coming up. I watched run after run and
those narrows looked tough, but I thought we could
make it, as long as we set up our approach correctly.

Tuesday morning, the day of the trial, was sunny and
warm. I tried to relax, but knowing opportunities to
compete in a draft trial do not come often, this was
difficult. I tried to think positive and visualize how we
would run through our exercises.

Photo By Becky Gray

The steward finally called for Number 13. I took a
deep breath and we headed into the ring for our run.
Harnessing seemed to take forever. My hands were
shaking and I had to take my time to make sure there
were no twists and the harness lay flat. Next came
the cart. Paint stood like a rock as I attached the cart
to the harness. He looked back over his shoulder as if
to suggest speeding things up.

Photo By Becky Gray

A draft test consists of a series of exercises with
and without the cart. There is basic control work,
harnessing, hitching and equipment check, practical
draft work, group stays, a distraction, and finally the
one-mile freight haul. The basic control portion tests
your dog’s obedience skills, including heeling and
recall. Harnessing and hitching ensures that you have
the proper knowledge to harness and hitch your dog
to your cart. The practical draft work tests you and

The harnessing exercise
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Photo By Becky Gray

The judge asked “are you ready” and we were off,
heading up the diagonal for the change of pace. Then
around the 360, stop for loading the cart, and set up
for the backing exercise. We stopped in front of the
steward and secured the load in the cart and were
off again. I stood by Paint’s right side and nodded at
the judge indicating we were ready for the back up.
I recall the judge again telling me to get into position
for backing. Was he questioning my position? “OMG”
was running through my mind now, but I had to trust
my instincts and my dog, this was not new to either
of us. For this exercise, most people stand in front
of their dog, but I prefer to stay in heel position and
back with Paint. I took a breath and said “I’m ready”
once again. I heard the command to proceed and, in
a strong voice, said “Paint, back.” We backed up together, one foot, two, three feet, nice and straight. My
breathing turned into a sigh of relief. Piece of cake.

Photo By Becky Gray

Photo By Becky Gray

Moving on after the obstacle

Setting up the approach for the Narrows

Next was the group stay. We had been having trouble
with this in the weeks leading up to the trial. Paint
was breaking his down-stays, but I discovered it was
mostly my fault. I was so worried he would break,
I was causing him to stand up by staring at him on
my return (he only stood up as I was walking back
to him). But once I realized my mistake and made a
conscious effort not to look at him on the return, I
was confident that he would hold his stay.

Backing up on the course

We then headed up around the left turn and I put
Paint in a stand-stay while I moved ahead to clear the
cart set up to block our path. Next, we made another
left turn and proceeded toward the narrows. Our approach was right on target. I placed myself in front of
Paint and, facing him, signaled him to move through
the chute. We moved through at a steady pace, maintaining an even amount of space on either side of the
cart. Perfect, a huge sigh of relief and a right turn
to the weave through the orange cones. Next came
unloading. Paint didn’t move a muscle as I removed
the load and handed it to the steward. Proceed on.
We were out the out gate. We passed the obstacle
portion of the test.

We headed into the ring as a group and our position
was closest to the ring gate, which is often the most
distracting with all the activity. I put him in a down
and the judge said “leave your dogs.” To anyone that
has competed, it’s the longest three minutes you’ll
ever live through. Finally, the judge called “return to
your dog.” I remember closing my eyes on the way
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-Karen Hannon

Photo By Becky Gray

Home free, right? Wrong. The freight haul was next, a
one mile walk through a variety of terrain and distractions along the way. Your lead has to be loose, a tight
lead or using your lead to guide your dog is enough
to fail you. The cart is loaded with an appropriate
amount of weight, ours being 25 lbs. The load has
to be balanced properly and cannot shift during the
freight haul.

Once outside the ring, I gave Paint a nice long sip of
water and a well deserved slice of watermelon (which
he stole from Tracey Brandt). At not quite 2 ½ Paint
was the youngest dog to pass his Novice Draft Dog
test that day. He proved to be such a trooper and I
am so proud of him.

This was probably the most difficult portion of the
test. It was a long day, it was hot and the dogs were
tired, not to mention thirsty. It took A LOT of energy
on my part to keep Paint’s attention focused on me.
Once we cleared the parking lot, we headed into the
woods where the trees shaded the hot sun and afforded us some relief. Halfway along the freight haul
we took a five-minute breather and I gave Paint a
sip of water. I knew he was thirsty, but didn’t want
him drink too much. On our way back, we had to go
down a steep embankment, maneuver around some
cars and back toward the ring. Once we were on the
paved path back to the ring, I was 99% sure we were
okay, but we still had the chance of a bump which
could fail us. Thankfully, we made it into the ring with
no bumps and passed our Novice Draft Dog test.

Refreshing!

Photo By Becky Gray

We’re Done!

Leaving the ring
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Photo By Becky Gray

back, glancing only enough to make sure I didn’t trip
as I made my way back and around to heel position. The judge called out “Exercise finished.” I slowly
opened my eyes and Paint was exactly as I left him,
in a down-stay. OMG, we made it.
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Congratulations to the Following New Title Holders
New Champions
CH Breezy Ridge Marsanne Blanche, 9/21/08, Holly Witzgall
CH Swiss Run’s SD Denali, 10/25/08, Deanna Never
CH Swiss Run’s SD Patriot, 11/08/08, Diane Barringer and Deanna Never
CH Shadetree’s Tarentaise, 11/09/08, David & Cheryl Gerzabek
CH Breezy Ridge Blauburgunder, 11/09/08, Leon and Patrice Bouteiller
CH Matterhorn’s As the Crow Flies, 11/22/08, Laurie Carmody
CH Matterhorn’s Whispering Palms Plieades RN JHD, 10/24/08, Kelly Nevin
CH Breezy Ridge Gros Rhin, 11/30/08, Conrad and Susan Maher
New Companion Dogs
CH Markee’s Green With Envy CD RE WPD, 5/15/08, Kelly Nevin
CH Derby’s Paint the Town CD RA NDD NWPD, 11/15/08, Karen Hannon
CH Macalphines Blackberri Brandi CD RN JHD NWPD, 11/23/08, Laurie Carmody
Rally Titles
CH Cuozy’s Baruch RN, 11/22/08, Elaine Cuomo
CH Derby’s Paint the Town RA NDD, 10/14/08, Karen Hannon
CH Whispering Palms Plieades RA JHD, 11/22/08, Kelly Nevin
CH Seamus Zum Ringo Dem Grossen WPD NDD RE, 11/21/08, Peter Ziegler
Novice Working Pack Dog Titles (11/02/08)
“Brandi” (CH Macalphines Blackberri Brandi JHD RN NWPD) and Laurie Carmody
“Paint” (CH Derby’s Paint the Town RA NDD NWPD) and Karen Hannon
“Bojangles” (CH Alastair’s Bojangles) and David Gerzabek
“Halo” (CH Whispering Palm’s Heavan Can Wait JHD NWPD) and Laurie Carmody
Working Pack Dog Excellent (12/3/08)
“Seamus” (CH Seamus Zum Ringo Dem Grossen NDD RE WPDX) and Peter Ziegler
“Titan” (CH Markee’s Green With Envy CD RE WPDX WWD) and Kelly Nevin
“Tremor” (CH Brie’sway Aftershock WPDX) and Karen Pyle
Novice Draft Dog
“Paint” (CH Derby’s Paint the Town RA NDD) and Karen Hannon (5/13/08)
“Seamus” (CH Seamus Zum Ringo Dem Grossen NDD RE WPD) and Peter Ziegler (10/08)
Working Weight Dog
“Titan” (CH Markee’s Green With Envy CD RE WPDX WWD) and Kelly Nevin
Versatility Greater Swiss (VGS)
“Titan” (CH Markee’s Green With Envy CD RE WPDX WWD VGS) and Kelly Nevin (10/08)
“Paint” (CH Derby’s Paint the Town CD RA NDD NWPD VGS) and Karen Hannon (11/15/08)
“Brandi” (CH Macalphines Blackberri Brandi CD RN JHD NWPD VGS) and Laurie Carmody (11/23/08)
Register of Merit (ROM)
“Cho” BISS CH Beowulf Jotunheim Bello Chomo CGC ROM, 9/21/08, Owned and adored by Lori Price
“Frida” CH Beowulf Jotunheim Bella Frida ROM HCT, 8/8/08, Owned and adored by Lori Price
ATTENTION SCONE Members: Please submit news, acomplishments and photos to
newsletter@swissyclubne.org for publication
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More Members News

Mojo, owned by Leon and Patrice Bouteiller,
receiving his AKC Championship. Mojo is shown
with Kristin Krumpe

Anke, owned and bred by Holly Witzgall receiving
her AKC Championship. Kristin Krumpe handled
Anke to her championship

Paint, owned by Karen Hannon, shown
receiving his first leg toward his CD title

Elaine Cuomo and Baruch receive their
Rally Novice Title
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Reflections of Summer

2009 SCONE Board of Directors

Treasurer’s Report

The SCONE Officers and Board of Director Letters of Intent
have been submitted and since there was no more than one
letter per position, no election was necessary. The following
individuals submitted Letters of Intent and are selected for
the positions listed:

Membership Dues
Pack Hikes

$ 120.00
42.00

Total Revenue

$ 162.00

Expenses Judges gifts/trophy donation
Working Dog Club patches

President Elaine Cuomo (cuozyswissies@sbcglobal.net)
Vice President Nancy Anderson (bigdog@cape.com)
Treasurer Laurie Carmody (LcarmodyR@aol.com)
Secretary Kelly Nevin (kelly@prismgsmd.com)
Directors
Diana Iannaccone (diana961@optonline.net)
Lynne Kenney (BKenney1@optonline.net)
Deana Never (deanna_never@comcast.net)
Mike Warburton (mwarburton@csimail.org)
Peter Ziegler (aziegler3606@charter.net)

Revenue

Total Expenses
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$ 163.56
198.00
$ 361.56

Fund Balance as of 3.31.08
Revenue
Expenditures

$ 3184.45
162.00
- 361.56

Fund Balance as of 7.31.08

$ 2984.89

Swissy Club of New England

Application for Membership

Mission Statement
We, the Swissy Club of New England, are committed to protecting and preserving the Greater Swiss Mountain Dog through ethical breeding
practices, rescue intervention, and show & working events open to all purebred Swissies. Furthermore, we seek to promote camaraderie by
providing information and education, encouraging responsible pet ownership, and offering regular social events for our dogs and for ourselves.

Member Information

Dog Information
Please note that having a Swissy is not a requirement for membership

Name
Address
City, State, ZIP
Phone
email

Reg. Name
Call Name
Sex
Date of Birth

 Male

 Female

- please include others on back -

Please denote the areas of interest in which you are or would like to be involved:
am

would like to

am

would like to

am

would like to

Agility

Conformation

Drafting

Herding

Obedience

Packing

Therapy

Tracking

Weight Pulling
Other (please specify)

If currently involved, may we refer others to you for information and guidance? Yes

 No

Please indicate the areas in which you would like to help SCONE, if applicable:
Fundraising / PR

Newsletter

Website creation / maintenance

NE Rescue

Membership

Other (please specify)

Hold Office

Shows/Matches/Trials

If so, which?

Comments / Feedback

Type of Membership
Please note that full membership is reserved for those who
share or have shared their lives with one or more Swissies.

Associate
Single
Family

signature

$15, non-voting membership
$20, full membership for 1 member
$30, full membership for 2 or more
members per household
date

Please return completed form with payment (payable to SCONE) to:
Kelly Nevin P.O. Box 883 Amherst, MA 01004-0883
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SCONE Advertising Rates
1/2 Page Color $20
Full Page Color $30
contact newsletter@swissyclubne.org
for availability and more information

2009 Membership Renewal Reminder!
Please take the time to renew your membership to SCONE (renewal form enclosed)
Dues are payable by February 15, 2009
Thank you

S.C.O.N.E.
6A Wildwood Drive
Branford, CT 06405
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